oriented graphs which are subject to the conditions: i. at most two branches exist between any pair of nodes (vertices), and ii. whenever two branches do exist between a pair of nodes they shall have the opposite orientation.
(ab), of N, then we shall write IY -N' = N -(ab).
We shall call a network non-reflexive if there are no links of the form (aa). I n case both the links (ab) and (ba) are present in a network, we shall say that an arc ab exists between a and b, the arc consisting of this pair of links, each of which will be said to be a member of the arc. This terminology is justified by the fact that when every link is a member of an arc the network is isomorphic (in the obvious sense of the word) to a graph without %circuits, to use a term of Whitney 2; this is what we shall mean by saying that a network is a graph. Observe that the arcs of a network N are not the same as the branches (or arcs) of the graph which is oriented to form N. A link of the form (aa) is always the arc an.
B (connected and oriented) q-chain from a to b is a set of q links of the form (acl), (c1c2), . . . , ( c~-~c~-~) , (~~-~b ) , such that no node appears more than once, except in the case a = b where a appears twice. Any q-chain from a to b will be denoted by (ab, q ) . Observe that (ab, 1) = (ah). If c is a node included in a q-chain from n to b, then we may subdivide the chain into the "product" of two chains, one from a to c, and the other from c to b, i. e., (ab, q) = (ac, q') (cb, q-q'), q' < q.
An (oriented) circuit is a chain of the form (aa, q). A circuit of two links is an arc and conversely.
il network is connected if there exists a chain from each node to every other node. A network which is not connected is disconnected. When N is Whitney, H., "Non-separable and planar graphs," Transactions of the American. Mathematical society, vol. 34 ( 1 9 3 2 ) , p. 339. treated as an oriented graph, connectedness is defined topologica'lly; our definition implies topological connectedness but is not implied by it. However, as applied to networks which are graphs, the two definitions are equivalent.
2.
A decomposition theorem for arbitrary networks. I n this section we shall give four related definitions for networks of order m which will depend on the integers Ic between 0 and m. These definitions will be used in their full generality in Theorem 2. 4, which shows that, in a certain sense, we need only consider the definitions in the case Ic = 1. Consequently the rest of the paper will be, for the most part, devoted to that special case.
First we need a measure of how easily a connected network is disconnected by the removal of links. We shall say a network is of degree 0 if it is not connected. A network is of degree k, 1 i k i m, if there exists a set of k distinct links whose removal from the network will result in a complete subnetwork of degree 0, while the removal of any set of q < k links results in a complete connected subnetm~ork.~ The degree of a network is unique.
LEMMA 2.1. I f N(m, p ) is a network of degree k, then p 2 km.
Proof. It will obviously suffice to show that each node is the initial node of a t least k links. This is true, for if not, then the removal of the links for which such a node is the initial node will disconnect N . This contradicts the assumption that the degree is k.
I n addition to the concept of degree, we need a condition implying that there is an even distribution of connectedness throughout the network ; roughly, that the degree of any connected subnetwork is not greater than that of the network itself. That this is not always the case is evidenced by any graph formed of an m -2 simplex, m 2 4, and a single node joined by a single arc to one of the nodes of the simplex. The network is of degree 1, and the simplex, which is a connected subnetwork, is of degree m -2 2 2. A definition which will suffice is the following. A network is said to be k-minimal, 1 I k 5 m, if the removal of any link results in a complete subnetwork of degree k -1.
The existence of such networks is proved in Lemma 2. 3. A network is k-uniform if every connected subnetwork is of degree 5 k. If a network is l-uniform and connected we say i t is unif orm. LEMMA 2. 2. If N is a k-minimul network with k 2 2, then N is kuniform and of degree k.
Proof. Let S be any connected subnetwork of N, and suppose it has degree d. Let (ab)e 8. N -(ab) = N' is of degree k -1, so in N' there exists a set U of k -1 2 1 links, whose removal from N' results in a complete disconnected subnetwork, N". If in N" there is a chain from a to b, we may replace (ab) and still have a disconnected network N* which is formed from N by removing the links of U. I n that case, the removal of any (cd) E 7 7
from N results in a complete subnetwork of degree k -2 2 0, since k .z 2. This is contrary to the assumption that N is k-minimal, so there is no chain from a to b. Thus, the removal of no more than k links, those of U which are in S and (ab), from 8, implies a is not connected to b by any chain. It follows that d 5 k.
Specifically, N has degree d 5 k. If d I 7c -1, then, since the removal of any link results in a complete subnetwork of degree k -1, it follows that d = k -I. Let U be a set of k -1 links whose removal from N results in a complete disconnected subnetwork. U is non-empty since k 2 2. Remove (ab) E U from N. The resulting network is, by definition, of degree 7c -1; however, the remaining k -2 links of U disconnect N - (ab) . Hence d = k.
We note that the above argument does not apply for k = 1; in fact, any disconnected network is 1-minimal, since the removal of any link results in a complete subnetwork of degree 0. But some networks are both connected and 1-minimal; these we shall call minimal. A minimal network is clearly nonreflexive and uniform. LEMMA 2 . 3 . I f N is a network of degree k 2 1, then for every integer q, 1 5 q I k, there exists a complete connected subnetwork of N which is q-minimal.
Proof. Let C, be the set of all complete connected subnetworks of N having degree q. Since N is finite and q 5 k, it is obvious that C, is nonempty. Let p, = max p ( N -AT') .
Al' e Cg
Since N is finite, there exists some N , E C, such that p ( N -3 , ) = p,. N , is, by choice, connected. Hence it will suffice to show that N, is q-minimal.
Suppose the removal of some link does not result in a complete subnetwork of degree q -1. Then, since the removal of one link cannot lower the degree by more than 1, the resulting network N' has degree q. Thus N' E C, and p ( N -N,)
< p ( N -N') I p,, which is contrary to choice.
A complete connected subnetwork N' of N such that, in the terms of the above proof, p ( N -N') = p,, is called a q-descendant of N. If N, and N', are two q-descendants of a network N, then p(N,) = p(N',). It is clear that every connected network has at least one 1-descendant, but this is not generally true for q > 1. Because of their importance the 1-descendants will be called simply descendants. It is clear that a descendant is minimal. network N will be called the sum of complete subnetworks Ni, t i = 1, 2 , . . . , t, and written N = x Ni, if each link of N is contained in 4x1 exactly one of the Ni. THEOREM 2 . 4 (first decompositiofi theorem). To every network N there exists a unique number k, its degree, and at beast one set of k + 1 complete 1-minimal subnetworks, Ni, such that ii. Nk+, is disconnected, ... Nk+l is not connected; for if so, N is the sum of two complete subnetworks having, respectively, degree k (Lemma 2. 2 ) and degree P 1. This, we will show, implies that N has degree 2 le + 1, which is contrary to assumption.
To show this we prove the slightly more general statement: If N = N1 + N2, and these networks have degrees k, kl, and k, respectively, then k 2 k1 + k,. For, by definition, there exists a set U having k links, such that their removal from N results in a complete disconnected subnetwork N', and this is not true for any smaller set. Of these k links, let u1 be in N1, and up in N2. By the definition of a sum, k = u1 + u,. Furthermore, u1 2 kl, since we may remove from N first the links of U and then the remaining links of N,. This complete subnetwork, which obviously is N1 minus u1 links, is disconnected, so u1 2 k,. Similarly, u, 2 k,, whence the result.
I n the network Nrk select a (k -1) -descendant, N'I,-~, and let NI, = N'I,
by the definition of k-minimal, N8k is of degree L -1. But since N"I, contains N'k-l, the latter is a (76-1)-descendant of the former. Then the argument given above shonrs that N9k -N'k-l = N h -(ab) is not connected.
The argument proceeds inductively without difficulty, since the last argnment is independent of k. When we get to the case N',, N', = N1 is a descendant of N', and thus is minimal rather than simply 1-minimal. Condition (iu) is satisfied by oar choice of the Yi.
Finally, the connected subnetworks of IYj, 2 l j 5 k are minimal. For suppose S is a connected subnetwork of N j such that S -(ab) is a connected subnetwork of S. Let N8j = N'? -(ab). Since N'j is j-minimal, N*j is of degree j -1, so there exists a set of j -1 links whose removal from N*j will result in a complete disconnected subnetwork. At least one of these links is in S, since there exists, in X, a chain (ab, q ) + (ub). Thus there are at most j -2 2 0 of these links not in Nj, so that the removal of at most j -2 links from the descendant results in a complete disconnected subnetmork. This is in contradiction to Lemma 2. 3 which shows that N'j-l is ( j -1)-minimal. Thus S is minimal. If k 2 1, Nl is minimal, and therefore the connected subnetworlcs are minimal. It follows immediately that these Nh are 1-uniform.
I n the sense of this theorem, the study of an arbitrary network has been reduced to the study of a collection of 1-minimal networks. These 1-minimal networks are either connected, and so minimal, or disconnected. But a disconnected network consists of isolated nodes, isolated chains, and connected pieces. For l e of the subnetworks, part (v) shows that the connected pieces are minimal. If the theorem is applied repeatedly to the connected pieces of Nk+l, it may, in the same sense, be reduced to isolated nodes, isolated chains, and minimal subnetworks. Thus we may say that, in a sense, the study of any network may be reduced to the study of minimal networks. This exaggerates the present state of the art, since we do not know whether this decomposition is sufficiently strong to allow general conclusions about networks, or even le-minimal networks, from a knowledge of minimal networks. I n fact, an important unsolved problem is the relationship between two distinct decompositions of this type for a given network. That two distinct decompositions may exist is shown by:
On the basis of the preceding remarks we are led to devote the rest of this paper to beginning a study of minimal networks. Section 3 includes a decomposition of any minimal network and the deduction of several properties of minimal networks. These properties are used in section 4 to draw some conclusions about arbitrary connected netmorks. I n section 5 we discuss the relationships between several of our concepts and that of a tree jn graph theory. Finally, in the last section, we present an interesting inequality, and, from this, define a subclass of minimal networks, the members of which are shown to have a particularly simple form.
3.
A decomposition theorem for minimal networks. This section presents a deco:nposition theorem for any minimal network, which may be used to show that there exists a close connection between the concept of a minimal network and the concept of a tree in graph theory. T17e note first that a network which is a tree is minimal. However, the class of minimal networks is much wider than that, for we know that every connected network has a descendant, which is minimal, and we have LENMA 3. 1. I f N is a connected network and T a descendant of N, then T is a tree only if T = N .
Proof. If T is a tree and T # N, then T must have been formed from N by the removal of at least one link. Reintroduce one of these, say (ab), into T. This must introduce an oriented circuit on at least three nodes, since T is connected; let it be (ab) (bc,) . . . (c,a) . Since this circuit is on three or more nodes, and the links of T are members of arcs, it follows that (ab, q) = (ac,) (c,c,-,) . . . (c,b) , q 2 2, exists. Because of the existence of the circuit, this chain may be removed to result in the complete connected subnetwork N'. Now since q 2 2, p ( N -N') > p ( N -T), so T is not a descendant of N, which is contrary to assumption.
To carry further the work of this section we need two more definitions. First, a network is a compound circuit of order 1 if it is simply a non-reflexive oriented circuit on its nodes; assuming a compound circuit of order s -1 defined, a compound circuit of order s is formed from one of order s -1 by replacing some node c of that network by a non-reflexive circuit C, each link of the form (ac) by one and only one link of the form (ac') where c' E C, and each link of the form (ca) by one and only one link of the form (cUa), c" E C. We shall refer to this as an inductive composition of a compound circuit. Obviously any compound circuit is connected; furthermore, we have A connected network N will be said to be reducible into subnetworks N1 and N2 if :
i. N1 and N2 are disjoint, ii. N, and N2 are each either connected or consist of a single node, iii. there exists a network N', formed of N, and N2 joined by exactly one link from N1 to N 2 and exactly one from N2 to N1, such that
If a connected network is not reducible it is called irreducible. Proof. It is clear that any reducible network is of degree 1, since we may disconnect it by removing either of the links joining the disjoint subnetworks.
Let N be a graph of degree 1 and (ab) a link such that N -(ab) = N' is disconnected. Evidently, in N' there is no chain from a to b. Define illb to consist of b and any nodes b' such that there is a chain from b' to b in Nf.
Let Ma = M -Mb. Clearly, a e Ma. For any a' e Ma, a' I + a, there exists in N' a chain from a to a'. If not, then, since N is connected, any chain in N from a to a' must contain the link (ah), and at least one such chain exists. Since the node a can appear only one, this chain must be of the form (an', q) = (ab) (baf, q -1 ) ) and (ba', q -1 ) does not contain a. But N is a graph, so (ba', q -1 ) implies the existence of a chain (a'b, q -1 ) which does not contain (ab). This, then, is a chain in N', and so a' e Mb, which is Proof. This proof will be carried out in two stages. First we shall show that if N is a minimal network in which there exists an arc ab, then N is reducible into two subnetworks joined only by ah. Since N is minimal, it is non-reflexive, so that a[# b. Define the set of nodes Mu to consist of a and any other nodes, a', of N such that there exists a chain from a to a' which does not include the link We shall now show some properties N must satisfy which will lead ultimately to a proof of the statement: 
5.
Under the same conditions as in 4, there is no link of the form (bra'). The argument is exactly parallel to that of 4, using properties 1 and 2.
It thus follows that the maximal subnetworks of N on the sets Ma and Jfb are each either connected and minimal, or consist of a single node. From 4 and 5, one concludes that the subnetworks are joined only by the arc nb. This exhausts N , and the result is proved.
Since an arbitrary network has a finite number of arcs, it follows from a finite number of applications of the above result that a minimal network which is not a tree consists of a set of t' 2 1 disjoint arc-free minimal subnetworks Ci, i = 1,2,. . . , t', and y' 2 0 nodes Ct,+i, i = 1, 2 , . . . , y' , not included in the Ci, 1 5 i 5 t', such that:
i. any link not in a Ci, 1 5 i 5 t', is a member of an arc; ii. there exists at most one arc between any Ci and Ci, i # j, 1 5 i,
... 111. the network formed by treating the Ci, 1 I i 4 t', as nodes, is a tree; iv. the decomposition is unique.
By virtue of this decomposition; the problem is reduced to examining the case of an arc-free minimal network. TVe show : An arc-free minimal network consists of t" 2 1 disjoint irreducible compound circuits Ci, i = 1, 2, . -. , t", and y" 2 0 nodes Citt,,, i = 1, 2, . . . , y", not included in the CL, 1 I i I t", such that :
i. there exists at most one link from any Ci to any Cj, i + j, 1 I i, ' < t"+ y"; 3 -ii. the network formed by treating the Ci, 1 I i I t", as nodes is a tree, or, if t" = 1 and y" = 0, a single node.
The first arc-free minimal network occurs for m = 3, and this obviously satisfies the conditions since it is a circuit on three nodes. Suppose now that the statement, except for the condition that the compound circuits are irreducible, has been proved for all networks through m-1 nodes, and let N(m, p) be an arc-free minimal network. I n N there exists a circuit consisting of at least three links, since N is connected, arc-free, and non-reflexive; let C be one such circuit on the nodes ci, i = 1,2, . . . , q 2 3. The maximum subnetwork of N on these nodes is only C, for if there exists any other link (tick), E + i + 1, then this link can be removed without disconnecting N, since the chain ( C~C~+~) (citlcitz) . . . (cblck) exists. This is impossible since N is minimal. Now, if C exhausts all the nodes of N we are done. If not, let M' be the set of nodes remaining. If a E M' , and (ack), 1 5 k I q, exists, then no link of the form (aci), 1 5 i 5 q, i # k, exists. For if so, then the chain from ck to ci, which is a part of C, and so does not include (aci), shows that (acc) may be removed without disconnecting N. This is impossible. Similarly, if (el,&), 1 I k I q, exists, then (cia), 1 I i I q, i # E, does not exist. Now consider the network AT' formed by letting the nodes of C coalesce into a single node which we shall call c. Evidently, since N is minimal, so is N', and N' has at least two nodes fewer than N, since q 2 3. Several possibilities exist for N'. First, it may be a graph, and hence a tree, in which case the statement is proved. Second, it is not a tree, but there exists at least one arc. By the first part of this theorem, N' may be decomposed into several arc-free minimal subnetworks connected in such a fashion that if they are treated as nodes, the resulting network is a tree. By the induction hypothesis, these arc-free minimal subnetworks satisfy the conditions of the statement we are proving. But replacing the node c by C, reconstructing N, only increases the order of one of these compound circuits, or introduces a new compound circuit, so the result is true for N. Third, N' is arc-free, in which case the induction hypothesis may be applied directly, and the introduction of C for c only increases the order of the compound circuit.
Thus, we may decompose N into several compound circuits and nodes not in these compound circuits and connecting links satisfying the conditions i and ii of the second intermediate statement. Carry this decomposition as far as possible; the process will terminate in a finite number of steps, since N is finite. We will show that the resulting compound circuits are irreducible. For suppose that Ck is reducible into the disjoint subnetworks A and B connected by the links (ab), (b'a'), a, a' E A, b, b' E B. By condition ii it follows that any Ci, i .f-k, 1 I i I t' + y' is linked " symmetrically" to Ck if at all. I n fact, it is either linked symmetrically to A or to B ; for if not, then there exists a link from A to Ci and a linli from Ci to B, in which case (ab) may be removed, or, in the other case, (b'a') may be removed without disconnecting N. This is impossible. A and B are either compound circuits or, by the result proved for arc-free minimal networks, may be reduced to several compound circuits and nodes not in them such that i and ii hold. By an argument similar to the one just made, the conditions i and ii hold for N with this finer decomposition. This is contrary to choice, so C,, must be irreducible.
The proof of the theorem follows almost immediately from the two intermediate results, if we note that the last argument may be applied to show condition iii.
This decomposition of a minimal network is not unique, for may be decomposed into either a tree consisting of one arc, or one of two arcs. The next result gives a little more information about the components into which we have decomposed a minimal network, the irreducible compound circuits. This result is unsatisfactory in the sense that it does not give a complete characterization of these networks. For this proof and succeeding results we need the following definition. A node is simple if it is the initial node of exactly one link and the end node of exactly one linli. Proof. Suppose that at some stage of the composition of N, an arc ab is introduced into a compound circuit C to form a compound circuit C' . If ah does not have a simple node, then in C' there exists either a chain from a to b not containing (ah), or one from b to a not containing (ba), since such a chain exists in C. The introduction of further circuits can only lengthen this chain, so N -(ab) is a complete connected subnetwork, which is impossible. Hence a node of ah is simple. The introduction of further circuits merely adds to C to form a larger compound circuit, and hence a connected subnetwork or a single node of N, or it may replace the simple node of ah by a compound circuit. Between these two connected subnetworks, or single nodes, are only the links arising from ab, now no longer an arc in general. Thus N is reducible, which is contrary to assumption, proving that no arc can be introduced.
Conversely, if we suppose N is reducible, then Theorem 3. 4 implies N may be decomposed into one or more irreducible compound circuits and nodes not included in these compound circuits. The circuits of any compound circuit C may be coalesced into nodes in the inverse order of an inductive composition of 'c. This clearly leads to the tree of Theorem 3.4. But any tree is a compound circuit formed only of arcs. Thus we have an inductive composition of N involving arcs, the arcs of the tree. As this is contrary to assumption, N must be irreducible.
The principal theorem will be utilized sometimes through two properties of minimal networks derivable from it. They are presented as THEOREM 3. 6. A minimal network is a compound circuit which contains at least two simple nodes.
Proof. The last part of the above proof suffices to show that a minimal network is a compound circuit.
To show that a minimal network has two simple nodes, we shall perform an induction on the order s of the compound circuit. It is certainly true for s = 1, since the compound circuit is then a non-reflexive circuit. Assume the result true up through circuits of order s-1. Suppose N is a minimal compound circuit of order s, and let C be the last circuit introduced in some inductive composition of N. Let C coalesce into a single node c, and call the resulting network N'. N' is readily seen to be minimal and of order s -1, so by the induction hypothesis it contains at least two simple nodes. If two of these are different from c, then we are done. If not, c is simple. Consider N ; if C is not an arc then it must introduce a simple node, for C has at least three nodes, and there exists only one link to C from the rest of the nodes, and only one from C, since c is siniple. If, on the other hand, C is an arc, then the first argument in the proof of Theorem 3. S shows that one of its nodes is simple, and the result follows.
That not every compound circuit is minimal or has a simple node is shown by : '0101' 0010 0101 1000
4. Applications to connected networks. Two applications to connected networks are given of the results on minimal networks; the first examines limits on the number of links a connected network may have, and the second discusses the maximum number of (( independent" circuits a connected network may have. 
Proof. If N is a tree, the result is well known from graph t h e~r y .~ Suppose N is not a tree. Then it is sufficient to show the result for the class of minimal networks which are not trees, since, in the general case, the network N has p ( N -N') more links than any descendant AT' . By Lemma 2. 3 a descendant is minimal, and, by Lemma 3. 1, it is not a tree. So we consider N minimal. Decompose N as in Theorem 3. 4, and let the irreducible compound circuits C% have nzi nodes, pi links, and order si. Let there be pr linlis not in any irreducible compouild circuit. Then, by the result on trees, This may be simplified a little by noting that each of the irreducible minimal subnetworks must have at least three nodes, so nz 2 3t + y ; hence, This concludes the proof. I t is clear that in a given network we may define the addition of chains (mod 2 ) . Thus we may also define linear independence (mod 2 ) . We shall be concerned with sets of linearly independent (mod 2 ) circuits such that no other linearly independent set contains a greater number of circuits. These sets will be called maximal. The result proved in the next theorem is, in statement, formally the same as a result of graph theory: Proof. First, it is sufficient to show this for minimal networlis. For, if N is not minimal, then it has a descendant N' which is. N may be considered to be formed from N' by the addition of links one at a time. Each such link adds at least one new circuit which is independent (mod 2 ) of the circuits of the network to which it was added, since in a connected network every link is contained in at least one circuit. Thus, if there exists a set U' ( N -N' ), linearly independent (mod 2 ) circuits in N', there will exists a set U of at least p -rn + 1 linearly. independent circuit in N.
Furthermore, if U' is maximal in the descendant, U will be in N also. I f not, then there is a first subnetwork, N*, for which any set of p* -m + 1 linearly independent (mod 2 ) circuits is maximal, and to which the addition of a link (ah) produces a linearly independent set U" having more than OLefschetz, Solomon, Imtroductiom t o Topology, Princeton, Princeton University Press (1949), p. 71. p* -m circuits. It is clear that this set 2 7 ' ' must contain at least two circuits which include the link (ab), for otherwise the subset of U" in N* would contain more than p* -m + 1 linearly independent circuits. Let two of the circuits be denoted by (ab) (ba, q) and (ab) (ba, q'). Since N* is connected and does not contain (ab), there exists a chain from a to b not including (ab) ; select a shortest : (ab, q"), q" > 1. I n general, (ab, q") will coincide with (ba, q) over a certain number of links, i. e., over a set of several chains of the form (cd, t), each a part of (ba, q). The argument does not change in principal, and a great saving in notation is gained, if we assume that at most one such chain occurs. Similarly, (ab, q") will be assumed to coincide with (ba, q') over the chain (c'd', t'). Furthermore, we shall assume that (cd, t ) and (c'd', t') have no links in common; if they do, a slight modification of the following argument will suffice. So we may write:
(ab, q") = (ac, u)(cd, t)(dc', z)(crd', t')(drb, v), the order of (cd, t ) and (c'd', t') being immaterial.
(ba, q) = (be, x)(cd, t)(da, y), (ba, q') = (bc', x')(c'd', t')(d'a, y').
Observe that the following formal products are in fact circuits of N*':
A : (ac, u) (cd, t)(du, y)
Since these are circuits of N*, they are expressible (mod 2) in terms of the circuits in U". But observe that (ab)(ba, q) + A + B + C + D = (ab)(ba, q') (mod 2) so that (ab)(ba, q) and (ub)(ba, q') are not linearly independent. Thus only one of them can be in U", and so we have shown that if the theorem is true for minimal networks it is true in general.
The minimal case will be proved by induction on m. For m = 2 it is trivially true. Suppose it is true for all minimal networks having m -1 or fewer nodes, and let N(m, p ) be minimal. By Theorem 3. 6, N has a simple node a which is the initial node of only one link, (ab), and the end node of only one, (ca). We may distinguish three cases:
i. b = c. Remove a and the arc ab, leaving the subnetwork N'(m -1, p -2). N' is obviously minimal, and so it has a maximal set of p -m linearly independent (mod 2) circuits. The arc ab adds exactly one circuit to this set.
ii. b ,# c, and there does not exist (cb, q) # (ca) (ab). Remove a and the adjoining links and introduce the link (cb) to form N'(m -1, p -1), which is minimal. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, has a maximal set of p -m + 1 linearly independent circuits. But forming N' from N cannot essentially change any set of linearly independent circuits, since the chain (ca) (ab) is, in this case, formally the same as (cb).
iii. b # c, and there does exist (cb, q) + (ca) (ab). Again remove a and the adjoining links to form N'(m -1, p -2)) which is minimal.
By the induction hypothesis, N' has a maximal set of p -m linearly independent circuits. Replacing a and the two links (ab) and (ca) to form N adds one or more new circuits, depending on the number of chains from b to c. This situation is not essentially different from the one discussed in the first part of this proof, except that we are adding a %chain and a new node, rather than a single link. Since this node is simple, the argument is formally the same, and it shows that there is a maximal set of p -m + 1 linearly independent (mod 2) circuits in N . This, then, concludes the proof.
We note the trivial corollary : A connected network N(m, p) has exactly p -m + 1 circuits if and only if the set of all circuits of N is linearly independent (mod 2).
Generalizations of a tree. We shall show in this section that several of our definitions, when applied to networks which are graphs, are identical with the concept of a tree. This can be shown directly and easily in each case; however we shall first prove two results which are true in general, and then we shall use them to prove Theorem 5. 3. Thus, that result is not as deep as it first appears to be.
We shall call a connected network N(m, p ) having exactly p -m + 1 circuits circuit minimal. This definition makes sense because of Theorem 4. 2. By the corollary to that theorem, N is circuit minimal if and only if N is connected and the set of all circuits is linearly independent (mod 2). LEMMA 5.1. A circuit minimal network is uniform.
Proof. Let N(m, p ) be circuit minimal. Let (ab) be any link, and N -(ab) = N'. If N' is not connected, then N has degree 1. If N' is connected it is circuit minimal, for at least one circuit of N was destroyed by the removal of (ab), and according to Theorem 4. 2, no more than one.
Since N' is connected, there exists at least one chain from b to a, but only one, for if there were more then the addition of the single link (ab) would introduce more than one circuit, and N would have more than p -m + 1 circuits. I n N, interrupt the chain from b to a by removing a single link from it, thus disconnecting N. This proves N is of degree 1.
To show N is uniform it will thus suffice to show that every connected subnetwork is circuit minimal. If S is a connected network which is not circuit minimal, then there exists a circuit in S which is linearly dependent (mod 2) on the other circuits of 8. This remains true in N, so N is not circuit minimal, a contradiction.
Proof. This may be demonstrated by an induction on the order of compound circuits. It is trivially true for compound circuits of order 1. Let N be a compound circuit of order s > 1, let C be the last circuit introduced in some inductive composition of N, and let S be any subnetwork of N. Coalesce C into a single node c, and under this operation let S become 8'. If S' is a single node, then S = C, and the degree of X is 1. Otherwise, S' is connected, and therefore, by the induction hypothesis, it is of degree 1. Select (ab) E S,$ C, such that 8'-(ab) is not connected. This is possible since S' is of degree 1. Now the introduction in S' of that part of C in S, subject to the conditions of N, can only replace the node c by a chain or a circuit, but cannot introduce a link or a chain from n to b ; thus S is of degree 1. So N is uniform.
The next result is the justification for the title of this section. THEOREM 5 . 3. For a connected network N which is a graph, the following are equivalent: i. N is n tree, ii. N is minimal, iii. N is n compound circuit, iv. N is uniform, v. N is circuit minimal.
Proof. i. implies ii trivially. ii. implies iii by Theorem 3. 6. iii. implies iv by Lemma 5 . 2. iv. implies i. For if N is not a tree, then there exists a circuit in the sense of graph theory. But this is clearly a connected subnetwork of degree 2, so that N is not uniform. v. implies iv by Lemma 5 . 1. i. implies v. If N(m, p ) is a tree, it follows, from theorem 3. 5 , that p -( m -1) = m -1. Furthermore, the only circuits in a tree are 2-circuits (arcs) of which there are exactly m -1, so the number of circuits is
The several results of this section and Theorem 3. 6 suggest the following A CLASS O F FINITE ORIENTED GRAPHS.
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class of unsolved problems: Conditions on a uniform network that it be a compound circuit. Conditions on a uniform network that it be circuit minimal. Conditions on a compound circuit that it be minimal. These four concepts are indeed all distinct. The network.
is minimal, and hence a compound circuit, but not circuit minimal. The networli 0101' 1000 is both uniform and circuit minimal, but not a compound circuit. The network
is uniform, but neither a compound circuit nor circuit minimal. The example following Theorem 3. 6 shows that not every compound circuit is minimal.
6. Rank minimal networks. I n section 1 we noted the representation of networks by relation matrices with entries from the two-element Boolean algebra. Equally well, we may interpret this as a representation by real matrices with the numbers 0 and 1 as entries. Thus, since it is well known that matrix rank is a similarity invariant, to each networli there is a uniquely defined number r, 1 4 r 4 m, called the rank of the network, which is the rank of any of the corresponding real matrix representations. THEOREM 6.1. If N(m, p) is a connected network having rank r, then p + r 2 2 m .
Luce, R. D., " Connectivity and generalized cliques in sociometric group structures, " Psychometrika, vol. 15 (1950), pp. 169-190 . I n this paper the diameter, n, of a connected network was defined as rt =max min (ab, q ) , and it was conjectured that a,bchf g p + m 2 2m. This is now known to be false; however, Theorem 6.1 is a correct result which is closely related to the conjecture, for it may also be shown that r 2 lz. Proof. Suppose p + r < 2m. Select any set R of r linearly independent rows in a particular matrix representation. Since N is connected, there exists a non-zero entry in each column j ; but since each row can be written as a linear combination of rows from R, it follows that for each column j there exists an i E R, such that the ij entry is 1. Thus, in the rows of R there are at least m 1's. By our assumption, there remain p' I p -m < m -r links (entries that are 1). Each of the m -r rows not in R must contain a non-zero entry, since N is connected, and therefore p' 2 m -r, a contradiction.
We shall call a network N(m, p ) rank minimal if it is connected, and p + r = 2 m . THEOREX 6. 2. If a connected network is rank minimal, it is minimal.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we consider a matrix representation N of the rank minimal network N, and let R be a set of r linearly independent rows. Each column has a non-zero entry in some row of R, since N is connected. The set R' of the m -r remaining rows must have a non-zero entry in each row for the same reason. However, since p = Bm -r, it is necessary that R have exactly one non-zero entry in each column, and R' exactly one in each row.
Let (ab) be any link of the network. We shall show that its removal results in a disconnected network, which will prove the theorem.
If a E R', then the removal of (ab) results in a network N' having no link for which a is the initial node, since the rows of R' have exactly one non-zero entry.
If a E R, then either the row a has only one non-zero entry, and we use the above argument, or it has another non-zero entry, say in column c, c .f b. We show that in the latter case column b has only the one non-zero entry, Nab.
For suppose another link (db), d # a, exists. Then d e R', for we showed above, essentially, that the rows of R have exactly one non-zero entry in each column, and we have assumed (ab) to exist and a E R. Since the rows of R' have exactly one non-zero entry, it follows that Ndb is the one for row d. But since the rows of R are a set of linearly independent ones for this matrix, row d must be a linear combination of rows of R. The row a must be in this combination, as it is the only one of R having an entry in the b column. However, we assumed that row a has a non-zero entry in column c. This must be subtracted, since row d cannot have an entry Ndc = 1. But this is impossible using only rows of R, since no other row of R has an entry in the
